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I

he Rietberg Museum recently acquired an object (Figs, i a, b) which was said by the dealer
to have come from the Iranian part of Azarbaijan. On req uest for the exact place of dis
covery, no more concrete information was given except that it came from a valley where more
pieces of this kind were found. The object represents a slab of oolitic limestone, almost oval
in shape, as seen from above. The upper side is absolutely flat and the sidewalls are slightiy con
vex forming a sharp edge against the upper plane. On one end, however, we see the head of a
ram with magnificent horns, big enough to be regarded as representing a wild species (OvisAmmon). The ends of the horns are flattened like curved ribbon. The eyes are two small knob s and two
rills mark the nostrils on the rather plump muzzle. From muzzle to end the stone measures 3 8 cm,
the width from side to side is 25 cm. The height of the flat part is 11 cm, of the front 14 cm.
Dr. Leuzinger was so kind as to show me the piece, which had just been exhibited during
my stay at Zurich in the beginning of March 1965. I could tell her immediately that the object
might be of importance, because in spite of its Iranian provenance, it positively bel o n g S to a
type which was hitherto known to exist only in the 'foreststeppes' east of the U rals.
II

The first fundamental study of specimens of the kind to which our object most certainly
belongs 1 was made by Tallgren in 193 82. Tallgren listed five of them (cf. Figs. 24). Three were
found between the U rals and the River Tobol (near the tributaries Mias and Tura). Two were
located rather peripherically, one on the Lower Ob and the other at Ronda, a village north
northwest of Kazan. On account of the large horns Tallgren believed that they might represent
Ovis Aries or some wild sheep of the steppes.
A more comprehensive survey was attempted by Dmitriev3, probably not much later.
Dmitriev died during World War II, so that his study was not published until 1948. The fact
that the author was not able to give it a final revision makes it somewhat difficult to u s e . U nder
seven numbers, eight stones are listed. Five of them were found in the area of the River Mias
two near the upper course of the River Tobol, one near the River Iseti. Dmitriev k t i e w Gf the
specimen from the Lower Ob now preserved in the Museum at Tomsk, but he overl 0 o k e ( j the
piece found at Ronda.
I n 1964, Salnikov published descriptions of three more stones of this kind found during
recent years*. One came from the Rayon Karakulskoye, 150 km southeast of Chelyabinsk, the
1

Cf. P1.II, fig. 1 and 2.

* Ta llgren 1938, pp. 109-116.
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3

Dmitriev 1948, p. 19.

* S a ^ j k o v 1964.

second one from the surroundings of Shadrin sk, and the last one from Olkhovka, 30 km n orth
of the town . The third object was found together with a stone pestle bearin g two rills on the
upper en d, and a stone beater rather worn down at the bigger workin g-en d.
All three pieces fit perfectly into the main area where these objects were found, the n orthern
border of the steppes between the Ural mountains an d the River Tobol.
The problem is that n on e of the ston es was foun d at a datable site. From a typological
poin t of view, the most important relatives of the slabs with the ram's heads are the "portable
altars", most of which belong to the Sarmatian period4*.
Tallgren, however, who had just devoted a most valuable study to the "portable altars" 5 in
which ram's-heads are sometimes used as orn amen ts, con cluded that these slabs did n ot cor
respond to the main "Sarmatic" subgroup of the altars. Tallgren saw stylistic differences from
the objects found in Sarmatic graves. T he distribution was not the same, for the stone altars
were spread out farther. Ram's head stones never appeared in graves as did the altars. T allgren
therefore attributed the slabs to "the period ± 1000 B.C., i. e. the latter half of the socalled
Andronovo culture"6.
Dmitriev apparently had never seen Tallgren's paper, as in those days the "ESA" was con
sidered to be a dangerous publication. While making the same comparisons, he catne to the
opposite result. According to Dmitriev, the ram'shead slabs belong to the time between the
6th and 3rd centuries B.C., i.e. the "Sauromatic" and the "early Sarmatic" periods'.
Even today Salnikov fails to take note of Tallgren's study. He tries to confirm the dating of
Dmitriev by means of rather scanty arguments. Thus he wrote that tbe stones from Karakulskoye
might belong to the Sauromatian period, because a grave of this phase which had been excavated
6070 km east of the site contained a pot, the shoulder of which showed the horns of rams in
a rather schematic style of decoration8.
In fact, none of the arguments put forward by T allgren has really lost its value. On the
contrary, support is given to his position by the careful analysis of the famous knife of T urbino
(found as early as 1890 west of the Middle Urals) made by Bader (Fig 5)9 Th e specimen belongs
to the 15th century B.C., or shortly thereafter.
This knife is decorated with the sculptures of three sheep. In spite of their small size, Russian
zoologists believe them to be a reproduction of Ovis Ammon L. Wild sheep do not occur
in this latitude, only far to the south in Iran, or in the mountains of Central Asia, e. g. in the
Altai. According to Bader, some connection with Central Asia is most probable.
In any case, T urbino was not the optimal place to raise domestic sheep. So we are led to
conclude that religious ideas corning from the South across the steppes inspired this realistic
representation.
At this point we must recall that the ram'shead slabs east of the Urals may also depict wild
sheep which do not in fact exist in the region. Possibly they belong to the same period and
reflect the same foreign contacts which are to be recognized in the bronze knife of T urbino.
In any case, the knife of Turbino shows that objects of this kind, of a high artistic standard,
4a One further piece is described by K.F.Smirnov (Savromaty, Moscow 1964, p. 165, Fig -75/4)- 1 1 comes from Kamardinovka, distt. Orenburg and is in fact the only one found in the Sarmatic area proper6
s Tallg ren 1937.
Tallg ren 1938, p. 109.
7 Dmitriev 1948, p. 20.
8
Kiparisova and Salnikov 1958.
» Bader 1964, p. 123, fig . 113.
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Fig. 2
Ram's-head slab. VilJ. of Ronda, former district of
Tsarevokokshaisk, Coll. Z ausailov Helsinki.
After Tallgren 1938
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Fig. 3
Ram's-head slab from the district of Berezov,
West-Siberia. Museum Tomsk.
After Tallgren 1938
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Fig. 4
Ram's-head slab from the Vill. of Kladovoye, Dalmatov,
ancient district of Shadrinsk, Eastern Urals.
\ After Tallgren 1938
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Fig. 6
Wooden sculptures from the Eastern Urals.
Spoon and Vessel in shape of an elk. After Eding 1940

Fig- 5
Bjronze Knife with standing sheep figures. Turbitto,
Perm. After Bader 1964

occur far to the north as early as the secon d millennium. They need n ot be ascribed to the time
of the Sarmatic n omads.
This, however, n eed n ot mean that the slabs are con temporary with the kn ife. They may
belon g to the en d of the An dron ovo period as proposed by Tallgren . Then they would be
datable just half-way between the kn ife an d the ston e-altars of the Sarmatian s.
Ill
What do we know about the use of these objects?
Observation s made in the frozen tombs of the High Altai10 suggest that the ston e altars
were used for inhalation of hashish. Moreover, they may also have been useful for preparin g
colours for body-pain tin g11. This is a combin ation already kn own from the in cen se-burn ers
foun d in the Afanasievo culture, more than fifteen -hun dred years earlier12.
From an artistic poin t of view, the slabs are surely related in some way to the altars. We
could try to put them into the same functional sequen ce.
The secon d possibility is that they were used f o t dividin g the meat of animals slaughtered
in religious ceremonies at a holy place outside the village. Among the Dardic peoples of North
west Pakistan who, in spite of their Indian language^ show a number of archaic Iranian features,
such a stone is called miffi—as is the man who had the task of dismembering the victim". It
plays an important role in the local beliefs, which would fully explain the artistic shaping of the
slabs. Iranians today use millstones for this purpose which, however, are much bigger"".
The last possibility suggested by the piece from Olk hovk a, found together with a pestle
and a beater, is that some plants or substances were ground or pressed on such stones. We k now
that the Iranians had many ways of procuring intoxicating substances for religious ceremonies.
IV
Before we ask what the sudden appearance of a new ram'shead slab means, so far outside
the established area of distribution, we must consider the possibility that the piece is the work
of a forger, or was attributed by a dealer in antiquiti es to the wrong area.
In our case, forgery is hardly probable, as forgers would prefer to produce bronzes, not a
rather clumsy stone. Moreover, it would be impractical to copy prototypes from Siberia while
work ing for the 'Iranian mark et'.
It could be, however, that antiquities from Caucasia and Transcaucasia were exported in pre
Soviet or early Soviet times, perhaps by refugees. Such pieces have no proper mark et today, as
a further supply is lacking, so they ate pethaps sometimes added by the dealers to the highly
lucrative Iranian stock l*. But aS for our ram'shead slab the possibility of such a "transfer" is
rather theoretical; a refugee would have preferred to tak e with him small bronzes instead of
a heavy stone.
10

13
Jettma r 1964, p. 106.
» Dmitriev I948> p- 20.
" Upskii 1954.
Jettma r 1961 a, p. 8 9 .
i3» Verba l communication from Dr. SnoT- •
«4 Potra tz 1963 ha s just designated two pieces a s fa lsifica tions. These I believe to be genuine, origina ting however from
Ca uca sia (cf.Pl.XLI, p. 142, a nd fig. 2, P - " 9 ) . A specimen comparable to fig. 2, p. 129 was found at Gurma-Gela, nea r
Tiflis (cf.Lomatidze 1959, p.62, fig.l/i)Genera lly speaking, it would be useful f ° r Potra tz to look at modem Soviet publications.
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Therefore, we may consider it more probable that the piece is genuine. Is it possible that
such a distribution of the objects took place in the Bronze or Early Iranian Age? Do we know
of any cultural connection between the 'forest-steppes' east of the Urals and Western Iran
which could be combined with the proposed datings of the group?
a. Accepting the date of Dmitriev-Salnikov, we could arrive at the Achaemenid period.
Certainly, the dynasty always had in its service mercenaries coming from the steppes15, but
we do not know of peoples from the Urals being frequently among them. The Sarmatic tribes
of this territory had their field of operation in the Pontic area. Later on, among the mounted
warriors of the Parthic period, troops of that area may have appeared, but this would already
be almost outside the chronological frame-work indicated by the authors. In any case, no further
arguments can be advanced for the moment.
b. When we try the earlier dating, following in the foot-steps of Tallgren, we find a more
interesting background.
As Masson has recently shown 16 , a great part of the oasis of Turkmenia and adj acent Iran
must have been in the hands of Indo-Aryan tribes as early as the first half of the second mil
lennium B.C. During the second half, however, the density of population lessened remarkab ly.
Evidently many tribes migrated to the east and south east into India. By this migration, the 'north
ern brothers' of the Indian tribes, the Iranians, were given the chance to expand. Originally they
lived in the northern part of the steppes, especially in the foreststeppes east of the Urals where
they can b e identified as the b earers of the still agrarian. Andronovo culture. The metallurgic
centres of this population were the Altai in the east and the Urals in the west.
Two waves surged against the south. The first one spread over modern Turkmenia and
reached the Iranian Plateau. Thereby, as a consequence of the assimilation of the local elements,
settled or seminomadic peoples were formed—the Medes, Persians, Parthians, Aryans, Bact
rians, etc. The second wave found its way b locked b y its forerunner. So people adapted them
selves to the environments of the dry b elt and b ecame horseb reeding nomads. Massagetae,
Sacae and other Scythian tribes arose.
This theory has just b een b oldly and clearly formulated b y Akishev17, and it received sup
port from the investigation of the other more cautious Soviet scholars. Kuzmina18 draws our
attention to the fact that excavations in so many sites of Turkmenia have always b rought to
light a certain quantity of sherds which may b e derived from Andronovo pottery, partly as
imports. The presence of these sherds is most abundant in the second half of the second millen
nium. E. Schfnidt was right in speaking of a period of barbaric occupation in the history of Anau.
This view is shared b y L i t v i n s k i i H e , too, b elieves that the Iranians infiltrated not only
b y crossing the Caucasus but also by immigrating east of the Caspian Sea. The migration went
on during the later Andronovo period right into the fitst millefinium. Litvinskii even thinks
that trunnionaxes found in West Pakistan, (the author published an article about one of them20),
trace b ack to an 'Uralic' prototype 21 and were b rought in b y such trib es. An additional
" The Iranian objects found in Paaytyk were explained as the property o f a man -who had served in the Persian army and
was familiar -with t h e ceremonies of the Achaemenid court. Cf. Jettmar j 951, p. 205.
16
Masson-Romodin 1964, pp. 41-45.
17
18
Akishev 1963, pp. 121-136Kuzmina 1964, p p . i 5 I - i 5 4 .
" Litvinskii 1962, pp.287-300.
20
21
Jettmar 1961 bLitvinskii 1964, p. 145. Cf. Tallgren 1912.
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Mo vement o f the Andro no vo -peo ple and their descendants
Suppo sed centres o f the Andro no vo culture and their extension according to Akishev 1963

example, a bronze leaf-shaped blade wit h t hree cent ral grooves found in Swat (West Pakist an)
will soon be published i a 'East and Wesf. It rnay be derived from an Uralic type of spear-heads.
In t his connect ion it would be t empt ing to suppose t hat t he ram's-head slab of Azarbaijan
was brought by one of th e immigrant t ribes, coming from the eastern slopes of the Ural moun
tains.
V
But we have so far negl ected the information given by the deal er that more stones of this
type were available, five o r six according to his words, in a remote valley of Azarbaijan. (He was,
of course, not ready to mention the exact location of the valley because he intended to get hol d
of the whol e stock before not onl y scientific but al so mercantil e interest had arisen.) If his
information is correct^ w e have three possibil ities:
1 Among the tribes infil trating Iran during the l ate second or earl y first mil l ennium B.C.,
one may have come frotXi tne Ural s. It brought with it a tradition of producing and using sl abs
of this kind for rel igions ceremonies. Thus a secondary centre for the distribution of this type
grew up. Perhaps it was a tribe with an unknown language following the bulk of the "Iranians".
2. The second possibility seems to me rather theoretical ; it is that the stones were produced
in a distant centre and exported on the one hand to the area east of the Urals, on the other to
Azarbaijan.
297

3. The third possibility is to as s ume that the original centre of distribution for the slabs lay
in the s outh, in the mountains of Azarbaijan. Some pieces were exported to the north and
us ed here for religious activities s uch as , for instance, the s ilver ves s els of Sas s anian work22.
Other pieces found in the north could have been local imitations.
In this connection it may be important that wild s heep, evidently lacking in the north, are
indigenous to the mountains of Iran. Sheep served as an artistic motif for ritual purposes during
all the periods in ques tion23.
The piece mos t s imilar to this type that I know is a "ram's -headed s tone bowl, found in a
coffin between the hands of the deceas ed. The s ides of the bowl represent in side-view the ex
tended body of the ram whose neck and head are carved in the round at one end of the bowl"24.
Moreover, the ram'shead slab s are explained as incense burners, "portab le altars", and such
objects b elong to a persistent tradition in Iran. I n famous sites such as Shah Tepe and Tepe
Giyan, clay vessels were found, apparently used for a similar purpose.
Highly elab orate 'pottery altars', most prob ab ly used as incense b urners decorated b y
rams'heads, were sold b y the same dealer to several European collections25. They were obvi
ously found not far from the place under discussion. We must keep in mind that all 'portab le
altars' discovered in the steppes since the beginning of the second millennium B.C. have been
traced back to Iranian prototypes 26 .
So it is possib le that the present picture must b e redrawn, so that the ram'shead slab s
originated in Western Iran, even if they were known up to now only from a secondary centre.
It seems to me, that this apparently bold but quite reasonable thesis does not affect the general
scheme of ethnic movements given a little earlier. Southern types may have expanded to the
north just b ecause tribes of the foreststeppes infiltrated the south. Whatever remains for the
archaeologist of such a turbulent period are simply the destroyed and sacked cities in the south,
like Hasanlu, and new acquisitions in the north, b rought along b y returning mercenaries27.
In the same way we may explain Caucasian peculiarities ob served in the early Ananino
culture2®. The Scythian kurgans of the early 6th century B  C contain many treasures b rought
b ack by raiders in Assyria and Urartu; even in the later Altaic kurgans "souvenirs" from Iran
were found 29 .
VI
These ob servations and considerations could b e of some importance with relation to the
still unsetded question of where and out of which components the Eurasian animal style origi
nated. It is an old and cherished idea of many distinguished scholars that this style includes a
factor of northern origin3". They have pointed ont that w o o d e n sculptures b elonging to the
Gorb unov culture and found in the peatbogs of the Urals anticipate characteristic traits of the
best masterpieces of this style (cf. Fig. 6)31. The similarities a r e more apparent than ever, because
22
23
24
25
26
27
30

Cf. I.A.Ofbeli i K.V.Trever 1935.
Big ram sculptures found in Azarbaijan are even supposed to belong to the medieval period. Brown 1951, p. 161.
Porada 1965, p. 52, pi.8, below.
Museum fur Vor- und Fruhgeschichte Frankfurt, Museum Leiden, IVttisees Royaux d'Art et d'Histoire, Bruxelles.
Kuzmina 1958, p. 28.
28
29
Dyson 1960 a, 1960b.
Zbrueva 1952, pp. 164-169.
Jettmar 1951, pp.205.
31
e.g. Borovka 1928, p.78.
Eding 1940, T allgren 1938, P-U7-
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we are now in a position to discern an initial stage of the style in which the local wild and
dom estic animals play a m uch greater role than later on32.
On the other hand, it is fairly clear that even this earliest stage hitherto known is hardly to
be explained without presum ing very close connections with the advanced civilisations of the
south. At the moment this southern com ponent is under discussion among the Soviet scholars
m ore frankly than ever- Chlenova, e.g., believes that artistic tendencies corning from the Near
East, known to us from Kitkuk and Luristan, have influenced the Koban culture in the
northern valleys of the Caucasus and the Karasuk culture of the Minusinsk basin. Both of these
centres stimulated the artistic revolution in the whole belt of the steppes. Chlenova even thinks
that the typical technique of the anim al style, nam ely the form ing of anim als' bodies out of
cylinders and hemispheres, was originally created by the seal-cutters in the South, working in
steatite33.
This may or may not be correct; in any case, a strong influence from the Near East, which
by tradition m ade liberal use of anim al m otifs, was needed before the taboo was broken that
restricted the representation of anim als in the early steppes. Here, during the early and m iddle
Bronze Age, anim al images were evidently connected with the cult of som e deities. A funda
mental spiritual change must have taken place before they could serve for the magic protection
of the mounted warrior34
All these af f inities , are evident but we have not hitherto grasped the actual mechanics of
contacts nor determined the precise trade and migration routes. Chlenova thinks there must
have been some "almost unknown" centres half way between Luristan and Karasuk, perhaps
in the area of modern A f g k ^ s t a m
If it is proved by additional pieces and stratigraphic observation that the ram'shead slab
f ound in Western Iran is genuine and belongs to an early period, then we may hope to f ind
one concrete link between t w o def inite areas. We could then locate one of the highways by
which southern ideas moved north, stimulating the rise of the nomadic horsebreeders.
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Abbreviations
ESA
K SIIMK
SA
Trudy GIM



Eurasia septentrionalis antiqua. Helsinki.
K ratkie soobshcheniia (o dokladakh i polevykh issledovaniiakh) Instituta istorii materialnoi
kultury. MoskvaLeningrad.
Sovetskaia arkheologiia. MoskvaLeningrad ili Moskva.
T t u d y gosudarstvennogo istoricheskogo muzeia. Moskva.
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